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I With the First Nighters
The theatrical season locally is opening up as

j, never before. Good, bad and indifferent shows
have brought out enough people to make Septenv
ber a big month for practically all the houses.
With this situation prevalent, It seems just

( a little strange that the Theater goes dark, as
(' far as a theatrical attraction is concerned, next
! week. With Salt Lakers willing and almost anx- -

j ious, it seems, to give up their money for the- -
'

atrical entertainment, the Theater going dark for
j' a week out of every month or two is exciting
i something besides vexation among Salt Lakers

who want, amusement in the legitimate show line
and are willing to pay for it. This particular

I manner of dealing out shows to Salt Lake is
ineeting with more resentment this fall than ever

' before, and the idea is gaining strength that the
t situation in local theatrical circles has about
' reached a point where something will break, and

when the smoke clears away Salt Lake will be
i very much on the map theatrically thereafter,
j c7

J It is just possible that we will see Billie
I Burke this season. Her appearance here last
'' year with John Drew, in "My Wife," hasn't passed
j1 into history quite yet. So successful was

her season and so many and nrofuse were the
adjectives piled up by the theater going public

j all over the country in praising her work that
I Mr. Frohman has given her "Love Watches" to

ill - star in this season. It is a comedy from the
'

jt French, and Waldemar Young, writing from New
j York, declares Manhattan is wild over the star

j and the play. She is to leave New York after
H I '

the holidays, and will play through to
I i the coast, so Salt Lake will probably see 'Love

i! .

Watches."'
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It is time to marvel!

iB ! We are to see "The Devil" before it is three
m ( jj or four seasons old. The play is the theatrical

' jj , event of the year in New York at present, where
b f

two productions of. the clever and somewhat
1

wicked drama are running neck and neck for the

Ih f record in receipts for the early season. Franc
I fii Molnar is the author of "The Devil," and its

m lU production in this country has created a furore
B J

I, Qf excitement. It is one of the most powerful
H HI and daring plays of the day. Henry W. Savage
Hj j : S ' and Harrison Grey Fiske each claim the exclusive

Wm III right to produce the drama in this country, and
B

j the bitterest war of several seasons in New York
H jj is being waged between the two managers. It is
B ( a Savage production that is coming to the The--

B Iff ' ater here the week of October 12.

B j If the presenting company is able to handle
H the drama at all satisfactorily, it should prove
H 11 one of the events of the season locally. New
H 1 . Fork considers it a sensation, and it is quite

probable that If it were not for the fight over
the production of the piece in that city we would
see "The Devil" some time in 1911.

Savage now has four companies playing "The
Devil." Molnar originally wrote the piece as a
problem play. Savage and others who are pro-

ducing ,it in this country at present are, however,
following the Budapest, Vienna and other con

of and headliners

versions of the play making it an en-

tertaining comedy. It is likely we shall see
Campbell Gollan in the title role here, as that
actor heads the company which last week pre-

sented the play in Minneapolis and Paul.
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The college game has had to stand for some
pretty raw in a theatrical way the past

few years, and the end is probably not yet by
many seasons. When a playwright isn't busy
pn something real, he can always grab a few
pairs of pajamas, duck pants, skull caps, a few
tennis rackets, suits, and with half a
dozen rah! rah! boys and as many co-ed- turn
out in two acts something that is supposed to
mean a musical show. j

Evie Stetson Stetson, at the Orpheum next week.
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"Hip! Hip! Hooray!" is the worst yet. The
program holds Edgar Smith and Gus Edwards '

responsible, but it's hard to believe it. The pro- -

duction worried through the first half of tin? '

week at the Theater, and the hundred or so peo-

ple who sat through It are woadering why.
Plotless, tuneless, talentless, It was a strong

show, alright.
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The latest European and American Ideas in Correct Hats for Morning,
Afternoon and Evening are being Shown in the Original Models from
Marie Louise, Esther Mayer, Georgette, Mme. Julia, Virot, Josse and "
Crozet and also authentic copies from other style creators at

Brandwiri s
Having secured the Latest Ideas in Utility Waists, Imported Blouses,
Neckwear and Veilings, Brandwin Announces the First Showing of these
Exclusive Novelties. j6o Main Street
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In ordering enclose your routing.
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